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“This is my second purchase of Casiii... I
like Casiii for its color selection, and the
marked short vowels on the keyboard,
which makes typing much easier.”

JACKSON, WYOMING , UNITED
STATES, March 5, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- A growing tech
business located in Jackson, WY, has
just launched a new and innovating
variations of the Multilingual Hebrew
language silicone keyboard covers for
the MacBook. Surprising, only after a few
days on the market, the product has
already gained quite a bit of interest from
online consumers.

“We are thrilled to be extending this new
product line to eager customers…” says
Nir Cohen of Casiii CORP., “…we
couldn’t be happier with the response to
our new high-end Hebrew language
silicone keyboard cover. We’ve worked
really hard to ensure that the quality and
durability of this product are top notch
while maintaining affordability that
matches similar products.”

The Casiii Multilingual Hebrew Keyboard Cover for Macbook has many benefits; the following are only
a few. It protects dust and dirt from entering your computer through the keyboard. It helps protect from
dangerous spills that can ruin your computer. Also, it protects your computers keyboard from natural
wear-and-tear of the years, helping to maintain your computers overall value. Lastly and most
importantly, the keyboard cover feels great to the touch with form-fitting soft (yet durable) ultrathin
silicone that protects your keyboard but doesn’t get in your way like other (low quality) keyboard
covers might.

Those that have tried the product so far have only had raving reviews: “This is my second purchase of
Casiii product. It fits perfectly to my MacBook Air (13-inch, 2015). The cover is sleek and protects the
keyboard. Compared with some other models out there on Amazon, I like Casiii for its color selection,
and the marked short vowels on the keyboard, which makes typing much easier for me. Some letters
wear out on my previous silicone case (also from Casiii) after one year's extensive use, and I am
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purchasing a new one from the same
seller to replace it.”

Casiii is a growing computer accessories
company that aims to offer its premium,
high-quality products at a comparable
price to other large similar companies.
Casiii has already made an impact with
their Eco-friendly, durable, and affordable
line of keyboard covers.
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